READY project invites to workshop on:

Low latency as an enabler
for future Internet services
Damn,
it’s lagging
again!!

This workshop covers network protocols and mechanisms for a low-latency Internet developed as part of the
“READY” project. The presented work takes a starting
point in cloud-based Internet applications, in the domains
of IoT, automation, and media distribution. Low-latency
techniques covered include multi-path selection/routing,
MPTCP, congestion control, queueing algorithms, software defined networking for cloud-based services, and
predictable latency for automation.
Increasing the communication bitrate, or throughput, has been
the focus of research and product development since the birth of
communication systems. Network access subscriptions are graded
in different bitrates and performance is measured in throughput. The
outcome is network access up to gigabit rates or more, well satisfying the throughput needs of applications and services.

So, how to solve the problem?
Flow and
congestion
control

Improve the queue
management

More efficent
protocols

However, recently communication latency has gained well needed
attention in academia and industry. With the increased bitrates, latency is often the limiting factor, and has therefore become the most
important performance metric for many applications and services.
In contrast to throughput, latency is an additive metric, and therefore requires to be carefully managed along the whole end-to-end
communication path; that is, removing single bottlenecks is rarely a
sufficient action.
We show how to efficiently use multipath communication to improve
application performance, taking scheduling and interface selection
into account. For automation and Industry 4.0 we demonstrate the
benefits of using Software Defined Networking, Programmable
Dataplanes and multipath communication for reduced latency and
increased fault tolerance. This is important for reducing the control loop latency for Cloud based IoT architectures and meeting
strict communication deadlines in future automation networks. We
carry out large-scale network measurement studies to understand
network latency characteristics and to evaluate the benefit of low
latency protocols and mechanisms.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Where: RISE SICS, Isafjordsgatan 22, Kista
When: Wednesday, September 12th, 2018, 13.00-16.30 + mingle
Contact: Bengt Ahlgren (RISE) bengt.ahlgren@ri.se
Registration and more information: https://ready-sidus.se/latency-workshop

